Hybrid quantum chemical/molecular mechanical (QCMM) potentials are very powerful tools for molecular simulation. They are especially useful for studying processes in condensed phase systems, such as chemical reactions that involve a relatively localized change in electronic structure and where the surrounding environment contributes to these changes but can be represented with more computationally efficient functional forms. Despite their utility, however, these potentials are not always straightforward to apply since the extent of significant electronic structure changes occurring in the condensed phase process may not be intuitively obvious. To facilitate their use, we have developed an open-source graphical plugin, GTKDynamo that links the PyMOL visualization program and the pDynamo QC/MM simulation library. This article describes the implementation of GTKDynamo and its capabilities and illustrates its application to QC/MM simulations.
Introduction
The molecular simulation of condensed-phase chemical reactions is a very challenging computational task. Quantum chemical (QC) approaches provide the most realistic description of such systems because they can determine molecular electronic structure from first principles and so permit the exploration of processes such as bond-breaking and forming, charge transfer, and electronic excitation. QC methods are, however, computationally expensive and are limited to relatively small systems of several hundred atoms or less, depending upon the method that is being employed. Alternatives to QC approaches are based on molecular mechanical (MM) potentials or force-fields. These can study systems of almost arbitrary size and are widely employed. In the area of biomacromolecular simulation, for example, they are used for structure refinement and prediction, the study of macromolecular dynamics and of protein-ligand interactions. Unfortunately, MM potentials suffer from limitations of their own, including their dependence on a large number of empirical parameters and their unsuitability, in many cases, for studying processes where electronic structure rearrangements occur, such as chemical reactions.
For many condensed-phase chemical reaction simulations, hybrid approaches that combine both QC and MM descriptions of a system are appropriate. Warshel and Levitt first introduced a method of this type in their study of the reaction catalyzed by the enzyme lysozyme. [1] Since then, QC/MM potentials have become a standard tool for molecular simulation and dominate for some applications, such as in the investigation of the mechanisms of condensed-phase reactions for which a realistic description of the environment is required, as in enzymes.
There are a wide variety of QC/MM methods and their development and application have been extensively documented. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Many molecular modeling packages now contain QC/MM capabilities. One of the earliest that was developed with these calculations in mind, however, was the Dynamo series of programs. The first publicly available version, named fDynamo, was written in Fortran 90/95 and was released under an opensource license in 1999. [7, 8] fDynamo was superseded in 2008
by a new version of the library, pDynamo that was written in the scripting language Python and in the compiled language C. [9, 10] pDynamo is much more capable than fDynamo as it is compatible with most of the common biomolecular forcefields, has a wide range of semiempirical and ab initio QC methods, and a large number of simulation algorithms. In addition, its use of Python makes it much easier to use and more powerful than fDynamo and other competing packages.
The construction of models for hybrid potential simulations is often challenging since reasonable boundaries between the QC and MM regions need to be identified. A graphical interface to pDynamo, named GTKDynamo, was developed which links pDynamo and the PyMOL program, and facilitates this and other critical model building tasks as well as the analysis of pDynamo output. PyMOL is a very popular and powerful visualization tool that is specialized for, but not limited to, the handling of biological macromolecules. It is written largely in Python, which facilitates the creation of third-party plug-ins, and also makes it a natural fit for pDynamo. Examples from among the many PyMOL plug-ins include: Autodock/AutodockVina, [11] APBS, [12] CAVER, [13] and PocketPicker. [14] In what follows, we describe our implementation of the GTKDynamo plug-in and some of its capabilities. GTKDynamo itself is distributed under an open-source license and is available at sites.google.com/site/gtkdynamo.
Program Overview and Implementation
In this article, we present a graphical plug-in, called GTKDynamo, for the PyMOL program that provides an interface to the pDynamo molecular modeling library. GTKDynamo is implemented as an extra PyMOL window that permits access to a wide range of pDynamo's features, including the import and construction of molecular systems, the import and creation of atom selections, the editing of coordinates, trajectory analysis, single-point energy calculations, geometry optimization, molecular dynamics simulations, normal mode analysis, reaction coordinate scans, and potential of mean force calculations. In addition to pDynamo, GTKDynamo also has an extensions window that connects to other third-party programs with complementary functionality.
GTKDynamo is written in the Python scripting language and employs the GTK1 toolkit. The latter is compatible with the TK toolkit used in PyMOL but has more sophisticated widgets and gives a friendlier interface. Extensive use is also made of the Matplotlib toolkit for plotting the results generated by pDynamo programs. A snapshot of a typical GTKDynamo session is shown in Figure 1 .
The approach adopted by GTKDynamo to connect pDynamo and PyMOL is similar to that used by Seeliger et al. [11] in their AutoDock plug-in. All communication between the two programs is indirect, using files. Coordinate files in MOL2, PDB, and XYZ formats are employed for molecular structures, whereas Gaussian cube files are used for surfaces, such as the electron density, the electrostatic potential and molecular orbitals. All files generated by GTKDynamo are saved in a directory designated by the user. Figure 2 shows a flow chart illustrating how GTKDynamo interacts with the other programs and libraries.
Model Preparation
GTKDynamo facilitates greatly the preparation of a system for simulation, which is one of the most important and delicate operations in molecular modeling. A straightforward way to load a system into GTKDynamo is to use a coordinate file. This can be done via pDynamo using one of the many formats that it recognizes or, alternatively, by importing coordinates from one of the currently-defined PyMOL objects. Likewise, it is possible to export the coordinates of a system from 
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GTKDynamo to PyMOL where they can be visualized and otherwise manipulated using PyMOL's interactive facilities.
To calculate an energy for a system once it is available in GTKDynamo, it is necessary to associate an "energy model" to the system. The easiest to employ is a QC model as in this case the information in a coordinate file is often sufficient. Of course, pure QC calculations are only appropriate for relatively small systems due to computational expense. GTKDynamo's main window contains a section in which the user can define the necessary attributes of the QC description. These include the electronic state of the system (charge and multiplicity) along with the QC method to employ. Currently available are a number of semiempirical (AM1, PM3, PM6, RM1) and density functional theory (DFT) methods that are natively implemented in pDynamo, together with access to the interface that pDynamo possesses to the ORCA ab initio QC program. [15] If the latter is chosen, a new window appears with which ORCA-related options can be specified.
The construction of an MM model is more complicated than for a QC model as more information beyond element type and Cartesian coordinates are required. pDynamo has a comprehensive set of python utilities for building models with a variety of force-fields, but GTKDynamo does not currently have an interface to these, although this will be implemented in the future. In the meantime, an MM model can be defined in GTKDynamo by reading files that have been generated by other programs and so already possess this information. These include pDynamo's native serialization formats (pkl and yaml), as well as the third-party formats employed by the Amber [16] (top/crd), CHARMM [17] (psf ), and Gromacs [18] (top/gro) packages. CHARMM psf files are also employed by the NAMD, PSFGEN, VMD, and X-PLOR programs. Figure 3 illustrates the import of a system, in this case the enzyme triose phosphate isomerase, using files in Amber format. Once a system has been defined, GTKDynamo can manipulate it in a number of ways. Some of the principal manipulations involve the use of selections which can be defined interactively by picking atoms in PyMOL and then importing the selection object into GTKDynamo. Two important operations that use selections are "atom fixing" and "pruning," both of which can reduce the cost of particular types of simulation. Atom fixing freezes the positions of the selected atoms so they do not move in a geometry optimization or molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, whereas pruning creates a system of reduced size by deleting selected atoms. An example of pruning using GTKDynamo is given in Figure 4 .
A third important use of atom selections is in the definition of the QC region for a hybrid potential QC/MM calculation. The procedure for doing this is illustrated in Figure 5 . It is necessary to start off with a system for which an MM model has been defined. Users can then create a selection specifying the atoms that are to be treated quantum chemically. This selection may then be imported into GTKDynamo, and the QC model for the QC region can be set using the same procedure as for a pure QC calculation. Finally, once all parameters have been defined, the QC atoms are automatically highlighted in the PyMOL structure window using a ball and stick representation, which is readily visualized.
GTKDynamo can write files in pDynamo's native serialization formats (pkl and yaml) as well as reading them. This is useful because such files can be employed to store all the information about a system (MM, QC, fixed atoms, etc.) once it has been setup, without having to repeat the model preparation process. In addition, GTKDynamo/PyMOL sessions can be Figure 4 . A schematic showing how a system can be edited. In this case, the system is reduced in size (or "pruned") to make it more suitable for a hybrid potential simulation. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com]. 
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Simulation Types
GTKDynamo's simulation tools encompass many of the standard calculation types that are found in computational chemistry and molecular simulation. These include:
Single-point energy calculations. MM, QC, and QC/MM potentials can all be used. Geometry optimization. Currently only pDynamo's conjugate gradient and steepest descent optimization algorithms are exposed. The interface allows the user to specify the number of optimization cycles to perform, the convergence criterion to employ, and whether a trajectory of structures is to be saved during the calculation. Molecular dynamics simulations. These can be performed using three different integration algorithms-velocity Verlet, leap-frog, and a stochastic Langevin method. GTKDynamo allows the user to set the values of relevant parameter for these methods, including the time step, the length of the simulation, the temperature and pressure, the frequency of logging and trajectory writing, and the seed for the random number generator.
Nudged-elastic-band (NEB) reaction path calculations. This algorithm finds a minimum energy path between two structures (reactants and products). In the NEB window of GTKDynamo, the reactant and product structures, along with other relevant parameters, such as the number of structures to represent the path, can all be set. Figure 6 illustrates how a NEB calculation is set up with GTKDynamo and the type of results that are obtained at the end of the calculation. Potential energy scans (PES) in either one or two dimensions. Currently, scans can be done using distances or a linear weighted combination of distances as constraints, and each point of the scan involves a geometry optimization using either the conjugate gradient or steepest descent algorithms. Scan parameters that can be set are the variable ranges, the number of points along each dimension and the constraint force constants. Potential of mean force (PMF) simulations. This is a powerful method that computes the free energy as a function of user-defined reaction coordinate variables. Its implementation in GTKDynamo is similar to that of the PES scan, except that a short MD simulation is performed at each window (equivalent to a scan point), instead of a geometry optimization. The free-energy surface can be reconstructed after simulation using the reactioncoordinate trajectories generated during the simulations and the WHAM method implemented in pDynamo. 
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Analysis of Results
Calculations run with the pDynamo library can output results in a wide range of formats. In GTKDynamo, all pDynamo processes have been designed to generate a plain-text log file that contains the essential results from a given simulation. GTKDynamo is able to read and interpret these log files and display graphics of the relevant information, which can then be saved and manipulated by the user. This is a convenient way of creating both graphical and structural figures. Processing of log files is done automatically whenever a pDynamo job initiated from GTKDynamo terminates, but it can also be performed for previously generated GTKDynamo/pDynamo log files.
Another important class of results file that pDynamo produces are trajectories. These come in a number of formats, both pDynamo-specific and third-party, and can hold a variety of information, including coordinates, energies, reactioncoordinate variables and velocities. GTKDynamo can handle several types of pDynamo trajectory. It permits users to load several trajectories at once and to select which objects on the trajectory are to be treated. In addition, it can pass the loaded data to PyMOL's powerful trajectory manipulation tool with which it is possible to perform a wide range of structural and visual analyses.
Extensions
The "Extensions" section of the GTKDynamo plug-in gives access to programs other than pDynamo. There are currently interfaces to AmberTools and to the GROMACS package. One of the principal reasons for doing this was to provide an alternative means of preparing a fully defined MM model of a system without the need to employ pDynamo directly. The AmberTools interface is the most general as it can construct topologies and Amber force-field parameters for molecules of arbitrary type. This is especially useful for protein systems that contain ligands or other organic molecules. GROMACS can also build MM models, using the Amber or Charmm force-fields, although topologies for "non-standard" molecules need to be provided by the user.
The topologies and parameters built by the AmberTools and GROMACS extensions are fully readable and editable by the pDynamo library as well, of course, by the Amber and GRO-MACS programs themselves. This provides extra flexibility as it means, for example, that these other programs could be employed to perform initial classical MM/MD simulations of the constructed systems, before switching to pDynamo and the GTKDynamo interface for QC/MM studies. Finally, the "Extensions" section also exposes other capabilities of the interfaced packages in addition to model building. Thus, it is possible to minimize an MM model directly using the GRO-MACS package. It is intended to add further such options in the future.
Final Considerations
In this article, we have described a PyMOL plug-in interface, GTKDynamo that has been designed for the modeling of reaction pathways in biological systems. The plug-in facilitates system preparation and analysis, and provides a number of simulation options, including single point energy calculations, geometry optimization, PES scans in one and two dimensions with a variety of reaction coordinate variables, NEB reaction path finding and determination of PMF free-energy surfaces. GTKDynamo employs the pDynamo molecular modeling program as its principal computational engine but interfaces to other programs, including AmberTools and GROMACS, are also available. GTKDynamo is issued under an open-source licence and is available for download for Linux and Mac OS-X platforms at sites.google.com/site/gtkdynamo. Extensive documentation and tutorials exist on the website and these have been used and improved through their dissemination at workshops held in Pittsburgh and Barcelona. The use of GTKDynamo for instruction on the proper use of hybrid QC/MM methods could have a broad impact within the biomolecular simulation community.
System Requirements
GTKDynamo was developed under Linux (Ubuntu version 11.10) with pDynamo version 1.7.2 (www.pdynamo.org) and PyMOL versions 1.4 and 1.5 (www.pymol.org). It has also been successfully installed and operated on a Macintosh machine with MAC OS-X version 10.7.5. GTKDynamo requires version 2.6 or 2.7 of the Python scripting language (www.python.org) and some additional third-party Python packages, including Numpy (numpy.scipy.org), Matplotlib (matplotlib.org), and pyGTK (www.pygtk.org). The "Extensions" section requires the AmberTools package (ambermd.org/#AmberTools) and the GROMACS molecular modeling program (www.gromacs.org) to work properly.
